
On Reparations to Blacks for Slavery’ 
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This p a p e r  i s  a n  a t t e i i i p t  to shed l i g h t  on t h e  leg i t in iacy  of sonic recc 
c l a i m s  by p i - o i n i n e n t  b l a c k  leaders a n d  scholars t h a t  reparations a i o  ow 
to m e m b e r s  of t h e i r  race, a n d  slioulcl lw p a i d  for by tlir [J.S. govcrnn-tc 
out of tax revenues. 1 shall cr i t ical ly considcr in the  l i g h t  o f  l iber ta r ian  thec 
b o t h  t h e  v i e w s  in favor of t h i s  p o s i t i o n  put foitli by Iiobinson2 a n d  t h c  
aga ins t  i t  of H o r o w i t z ’  < I i t t j ’ : / Iwww.s~i lo i i .cot i i / i~(~\vs/c( i l / l i (~ i  0/20(1(1/05/: 
reparalions/index.httiil>. See a lso  M y r o i l  Magnet, ‘ / I f ( ,  l l / ( w t / i  ofrrl I h  Ni<q 
m1w, N e w  York: M a n h a t t a n  I n s t i t u t e  for I ’ol icy l iesea ich ,  r s p t x i a l l y  t 
c h a p t e I ,” Race a n d  Re para t i c )  n s .” 

1.i ber t a r ia  11 i sin 

1,ibertai- ianism i s  a p o l i t i c a l  philosophy with piivalc I’iopci t), r i g h t s  
i t s  core. I t s  a x i o m  i s  t h a t  phys ica l  invas ions  of‘ p e i s o n s  01. iiiolwi ty iiic‘ II 

just i f ied,4 and slioultl b e  p u n i s h e d .  I t  is  based on a var ian t  oC I.c>ckea 
I i o i n e s t e a d i n g  theory, a c c o i t l i n g  to which miring oi\c‘s Iahor  wil l1 1l1e Ini 
j us t i f ies  o w n e r s h i p  of it, whether  o r  not L w k e ’ s  p r o v i s o  of”cnougii a n d  
good s t i l l  b e i n g  availab1e”is m e t .  

T h i s  p r o v i s o  is a l l  w e l l  a n d  good w h e n  there ai.c v;ist I;intls i t i i ~ r ~ ~ l c d ,  
in t h e  U.S. f ron t ie r  of I i i s to r ica l  m e m o r y .  Uut w h a t  is to he d o n e  rv l ien  v 
t u a l l y  all usab le  l a n d  has b e e n  taken up? T h e r e  arc’ o n l y  several poss ib i  
t ies .  W e  c a n  resort t o  g o v c r n i n e n t  ownershil)” But w h y  s l i o i i l d  Ini 
soc ia l i sm7 work any better than t h e  c c o n o m i c  V;II icty? l t i  any c,isc, n lc i  
bers  of the appara tus  of the  state, by s t ipu la l ion ,  did not m i x  t h c i r  l a b  
w i t h  tlie land, or do a n y t h i n g  else w h i c h  would ic~motrly j us t i f y  t h c i i  ow 
ership status over  i t .  Why, then ,  should i t  lit, gianted’ True, t h c  g o v e ~ - ~  
m e n t  c a n  a u c t i o n  off tlie land to t h e  h ighes t  b idders ,  or on a f i i - s t  c o i n e  f i i  
ser-vcd basis, b u t  why would t h e  o w n v r s  w h o  cvcntuatc f i o i i i  s i i c l i  i i  1 3 1 ,  

cess --i I i i t in I I y 11 17 j L I  st i f  i (:( I ~ - 4 c  1 )I c‘ f c r a hlc- I ( ) 111 ( )sc w 11 ( )sc ( )w n c 1-51 i i 1 ) I 5 I )a SI 

on l io i i ios lc , id ing? ‘l’lris piocess woiilti indcecl  see i i iorc m o n e y  I I I ~ C L ~ L I  in  
t l i c  colCcis of‘ the  s~a tc ,  h u t  i t  i s  easy to m a k e  t l i e  case I l l a t  t1ic.y ‘iliwiit 
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have far too much wealth and control over the economy as i t  is The only 
other candidate is claim theory, ownership, here, is based on a mere affir- 
mation But this also fails to establish any connection between the owner 
and that which is owned In addition, there is the problem of vast over 
determination, as anyone would be free to claim anything he wishes 

Alterations in Property Titles 

Having established initial ownership in property, the next step in deter- 
mining justlce in property titles is to outline a theory of how they can le- 
gitimately change hands from one person to another.This may be done in 
any non-invasive manner possible, e.g., trade, gifts, inheritance or gani- 
bling, for these are the onl). options compatible with ownership in the first 
place.' That is, if 1 give you my ring in exchange for your car, this is log- 
cally consistent with property rights; if I merely seize your auto, i t  is not. 
Nozi ck call s this "1 egi t im a t t' t i  t I e t ran s fei . ''I" 

It must be  emphasized that the key element of libertarian punishment 
theory" is an attempt to make the victim"whole," preeminently by com- 
pensating him. While this is never fully possible, the goal is to attain this 
state of affairs insofar as possible. Crimes, in this perspective, are not com- 
mitted against some general "society," and the main emphasis is not on 
incarceration, much less reform. Rather, a crime such as assault and bat- 
ter): murder, rape, etc., is seen as  aimed primarily at the victim. Jail, to the 
extent i t  arises in a libertarian society, is merely a way of forcing hard labor 
upon the perpetrator in an attempt to get him to compensate the victim. 

Reparation Theory 

Justified reparations are nothing more and nothing less than the forced 
return of stolen property-even after a significant amount of time has  
passed. For example, if  my grandfather stole a ring from your grandfather, 
and then bequeathed i t  to me through the intermediation of my father, 
then I am, presently, the illegitimate owner of that piece of jewelry. To take 
the position that reparations are always and forever unjustified is to give 
an imprimatur to theft, provided a sufficient time period has elapsed. In 
the just society, your  father would have inherited the ring from his own 
parent, and then given i t  to you I t  is thus not a violation of property rights, 
hut a logical implication of them, to for-ce me to givc over this i l l  gotten 
Sam to you.12 " ln  short, we cannot siinply talk of defense of'propcrty rights' 
or- ol"private p~opei- t ) , 'p t r  w. For i f  we d o  so, w e  are in grave danger of 
detending the'property right'of a criminal aggressor-in fact, we logcally 
niust do  so." Of COLIISC' ,  "possession is nine tenths of the law." It is not 
sutticient, on your part, merely to claim that the ring now on my finger is 
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rightfully yours .  You must  be f o r t h c o m i n g  wi th  specific evidence 
undergirding this demand. A dated picture of your grandfather wearing it ,  
or a bill of sale, would d o  just fine. Moreover, i t  IS only 1 who owe you this 
piece of jewelry, not my neighbor or the general taxpayer,I3 and i t  is owed 
only to you, not to any person who wants it, or to those of a p e n  race or 
ethnicity. Further, 1 am not a criminal for innocently possessing the ring 
before you came to claim it, but 1 am guilty of a criminal act once i t  is 
proven that the ring was really your grandfather's and 1 retuse to g v e  i t  up 

Precisely the same analysis applies to slaver);. Owning a slave is a crime 
under libertarian law. The Nuremberg Trials have established the \:alidity 
of ex post facto law. Those people who owned slaves in the pre civil war 
U.S. were guilty of the crime of kidnaping, even though such practices were 
legal at the time. A part of the value of their plantations was based on the 
forced labor of blacks. Were justice fully done in 1865, these people would 
have been incarcerated, and that part of the  value of their holdings attrib- 
utable to  slave labor would have been turned over to the ex slaves. Instead, 
these slave masters kept their freedom, and beqieathed their properh. to 
their own children. Their (great) grandchildren now possess farms which, 
under a repme of justice, would have never been given to them. Instead, 
they would havc  been in thc Iiands of \Ire (great) grandcliildrcrl of sisvc5. 
lo  return these specific lands to those blacks in the present day who can 
prove their ancestors were forced t o  work on these plantations is thus to 
uphold private property rights, not to denigrate them. 

to you. 

Horowitz 

Horowitz seems to have had a knee-jerk reaction to the claims oi Jesse 
Jackson, John Conyers, Randall Robinson and their confreres Since they 
have been wrong in just about everything they have ever said in the areas 
of economics, politics, discrimination, race relations, ethics, etc., h e  pre- 
sumes that this applies in this case as ~ e 1 l . I ~  But here, perhaps through 
sheer good luck, they have finally hit upon a principle compatible with 
libertarianism and the free society. Because of his inability to discern a pro 
free enterprise viewpoint when it comes from so unlikely a quarter, Horowitz 
is then unable to tax these people with their logical inconsistency; they are 
Johnny come latelies to the banner of capitalism, I f  they really wish to press 
their reparations claims, which are based o n  the doctrine of private prop- 
erty rights (returning possessions to their rightful owners), then the!, must 
renounce all of their previous positions which a]-e incornpatihie L z . i t h  this  
vision, e.g., their support for welfare, unions, govrrnment intervention into 
the economv, regulation, business nationalization, ctc. Alternatively, i t  the!. 
insist on tnnintaining these spuiious \,ie\vs, then upon pain of contradii- 
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tion, they must withdraw their demand :_... 
(labor) property.” 

Paradoxically, even if Jackson, Conyers, Gates, Robinson, Farakhan, Lewis, 
Afrik, Thornton, et al. d o  change their tune on property rights in general, 
and thus are logmlly enabledI7 to press for reparations, they will derive n o  
p e a t  measure of comfort from it ,  as a practical matter.This is because i t  is 
notoriously difficult to trace back property titles back in history for any 
great length of time, particularly if there were no written records kept (as 
was the case with lndians and other pre literate people).i8 This is why, 
again only as a practical matter, there are no implications of the libertarian 
theory of reparations to far off events such as Mongol hordes, competing 
claims in Jerusalem iroin 7000 years ago, etc. Reparations theory comes 
into its own regarding more recent occurrences such as land stolen in the 
USSR, Cuba, East Germany, etc., where scrupulously accurate records are 
available. Black slaveiy in the U.S. occupies a n  intermediate position; i t  took 
place a cen tuy  and  ;i half ago, and while there we]-e written records, many 
have been lost in the sands of time. It is only from the position of an all- 
knowing God that reparations, from as far back in history as you wish to go, 
written records or no, are relevant to property titles in the present time. 

There is another reason black leaders cannot take too much comfort from 
libertarian reparations theoiy. Suppose there were 500 slaves on a planta- 
tion, but the gandchildren of only one  of them can be found. They are 
entitled to split amongst themselves not  all the  contributions made by all 
the slaves, but rather only one-five-hundredth of that, the estimate of the 
productivity of their own ancestor alone. 

Why is this? Would i t  not be more reasonable to award the children of 
this one slave the fruits of the labor of all the slaves? At first blush, this is a 
tenable idea. After all, at the time of the freedom of the slaves, were justice 
to have reigned at that time, the product of their entire output would have 
been given to them; none of i t  at all would have remained in the slave 
master’s hands.” And if the ex slave owner would not have been able to 
keep any of this property, he  would not have been able to hand i t  down to 
his own progeny. Instead, i t  would have been under  the control of the ex 
slaves, and, with time, wended its way into the hands of blacks now alive. 

Although not an altogether unreasonable scenario, i t  is simply incom- 
patible with libertarian law.This is because w e  must look at this matter not 
from the point of view of 1865, and 011 the assumption that the offspring of 
all 500 slaves can be found, but rather from the perspective of the case we 
are assuming; that is, i t  is now the modern era, almost a century and a half 
atter these historical events have unfolded, and w e  can demonstrate a con- 
nection between only one slave and persons IIOW 1iving.Yes. the property 
l i i  qiiestion, in justice, never should have remained 111 the hands of the 
slave master; but i t  did. He handed it on to his innocent children, and they 
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to  theirs Now, as judges, we  are faced with blacks who can trace their 
roots back to only one of the 500 slaves Why should they be  entitled to 
land to which they have n o  connection The extant owners, at least, are not 
themselves guilty of any land theft or slave holding, and have established 
homestead rights to that which they occupy 

Rothbard explains 

But suppose that ]ones2” is not the criminal, not the man who stole the watch, 
but that he had inherited or had innocently purchased i t  form the thief And 
suppose, of course, that neither the victim nor his heirs can be found.21 In that 
case, the disappearance of the vlctim means that the stolen properv comes 
properly into a state of no-ownership. But we have seen that any good in a state 
of no-ownership, with no legtimate owner of its title, reverts as legtimate prop- 
erty to the first person to come along and use it, to appropriate this now un-  
owned resource for human use. But this’first’ person is clearly Jones, who has 
been using it  all along. Therefore, we conclude that even though the propeq  
was originally stolen, that ifthe victim or his heirs cannot be found, and i j the  
current possessor was not the actual c r~n i ina l  who stole the property, then title 
to that property belongs properly, ~ustly, and ethically to its current possessor 

To sum up, for any property currently claimed and used: (a) if we know clear1)- 
that there was no criminal ongin to its current title, then obviously the current 
title is legitimate, lust and valid; (b) if we don’t know whether the current t l t l c .  
had any crim~nal origins but can‘t find out e i ther  way, then the  hypotheticallk 
‘unowned’ property reverts instantaneously and  justly to it5 current po55eswr. 
(c) if we do know that the title is orignally criminal, but can’t find the victim or 
his heirs, then (cl)  if the current title-holder was not the criminal aggressor 
against the property, then i t  reverts to him justly as the first owner of a hJTo- 
thetically unowned property. But (c2) if the current title-holder is himself the 
criminal or one of the criminals who stole the property, then clearly he is prop- 
erly to be deprived of it, and i t  then reverts to the first man who takes it out of 
its unowned state and appropriates i t  for hls use. And finally, (d) if the current 
title is the result of crime, and the victim or his heirs can be found, then the tltle 
properly reverts immediately to the latter, without compensation to the crimi- 
nal or to the other holders of the unjust title 2? 

There are three reasons why black leaders23 should jettison their social- 
ist leanings, and begin to support capitalism. One ,  i t  will inure to the hen-  
efit of their followers right now in ways unrelated to reparations. X V O ,  the!. 
will be able to logically maintain their position on  reparations as a matter 
of principle. And three, some few black grandchildren might actuall!, be 
able to trace their claims back in time to the pre civil war era, and thercb!. 
obtain some compensation, under libertarian law. 

A Critique 

In one sense, I have nothing critlcal to say about Horowitz (2000). He 
opposes”the idea that taxpaycrs should pay reparations to black Ameri- 
cans for the damages of slavery and segregati0n”and so d o  I. My argument 
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is that  n o  one owes anything to anyone for segregation, since the law of 
free asxciat lon guarantees (or should guarantee) that anyone can discrimi- 
nate against anyone else for any reason, or n o  reason at all. Secondly, I 
maintain that although reparations are indeed owed to some blacks, from 
some whites, for slavery, all blacks should not be creditors in this regard, 
nor all (non-black) taxpayers, debtors. 

In another sense, I look upon Horowitz (2000) with profound disquiet. 
For one  thing, this essay ”proves”far too much; in the view of this writer, 
there are n o  blacks at all who are owed reparations from anyone. That is, 
presumably, the entire concept of reparations for past crimes is somehow 
invalid, or a t  least when applied to black slavery in the U.S. For another, 
most of his arguments are contrary to the libertarian doctrine of repara- 
tions in general; they are not limited to all blacks being owed reparations 
by all (non-black) taxpayers. As such, Horowitz is arguing against a bunch 
of philosophically vely weak straw men:  so-called”civil rights”1eaders such 
as Rep. John Conyers, D-Mich., Henry Louis Gates of Harvard, Jesse Jack- 
son, and  Randall Robinson, the author of”The Debt: What America Owes 
to  Blacks.”By laylng waste to their arguments, he concludes that n o  repa- 
rations are owed in this case, and that is a fallacy. 

1 d o  not quarrel in every respect with Horowitz’s decision to take these 
people to task for their many and serious lapses of logc  and intellectual 
coherence. Their views may be dead from the neck up, but they are cer- 
tainly politically powerful. However, 1 would not want the impression left 
that the  only arguments for reparationsz4 are the ones put forth by these 
representatives of the”civi1 rights”estab1ishment. And since Horowitz (2000) 
argues against all reparations for black slavery in the U.S., seemingly as a mat- 
ter of principle, not mere expediency, it is important that a necessary correc- 
tive of his views be entertained. Further, h e  overlooks one important criticism 
of his opponents that they richly deserve to have rubbed in their faces. 

Among the charges made by Horowitz is that the call for reparations for 
black slavery will negative1y”impact o n  race relations and (lead to] the 
self-isolation of the African-American community.” To my mind, these are 
purely peripheral issues. In this reply I shall instead focus on  whether these 
claims are j u s t .  After all, i t  is entirely possible that to hang an innocent 
man will have positive effects on race relations and reduce isolation of the 
black community. Even if this merely utilitarian consideration is true, i t  is 
still almost unworthy of consideration. Of far more importance is the jns -  
trcc, o r  lack of same, underlying these claims. 

Ten Reasons 

Horowitz considers and rejects ten separatp claims for reparations. In 
what follows, I shall comment on each, following his order of presentation. 
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1. States Horowitz:”Assuming there is actually a debt, i t  is not at all cle;ir 
who owes it.”Our author is perfectly correct in objecting to the claim made 
by our friends in the”b1ack studies”departments of our major universities 
that all Americans owe blacks a debt for slavery. No one living now, clearl): 
was alive during that unhappy epoch; not everyone in the U.S. has illegti- 
mately inherited property not properly belonging to  their ancestors. But 
just because not everyone owes blacks for enslaving their forebears does 
not mean no one does.As we have seen, the present possessors of wealth 
handed down to them through the generations, emanat ing from slavery, 
do indeed owe a debt to those who can prove they are  the direct decedents 
of the slaves involved. 

Horowitz argues”1t was not whites but black Africans w h o  first enslaved 
their brothers and sisters.They were abetted by dark-skinned Arabs . _ _  who 
organized the slave trade. Are reparations going to be  assessed against the 
descendants of Africans and Arabs for their role in slavery? There were also 
3,000 black slave owners in the antebellum United States. Are reparations 
to be paid by their descendants too?”He asks these questions as if there 
were no possible affirmative answers. Slave holding, or slave capturing are 
crimes. This is so regardless of the skin color of masters or victims.Yes, a 
hundred times yes, if a black person A can prove that money now held by 
another member of his own black race, R, was inherited improperly by 13, 
and that the grandparents of A were the victims, then this property shnulil 
be transferred from B to A.The races of A and B are strictly irrelevant. 

2. I t  may well be that the socialist black advocates of reparations rely on  
”the idea that only whites benefited from slavery.”As Horowitz avers, this 
c1aim”is factually wrong ....” But this crlticism is the reddest of red herrings 
as far as the libertarian case for reparations is concerned. 1 might”benefit” 
in some direct or indirect sense from any number of goings on For ex- 
ample, if 1 own a detective agency, then my profits rise with juvenile delin- 
quency rates. But this does not make me responsible for the crime wave i n  

the first place. An orange grower in Florida benefits from a frost itvhich kills 
this type of fruit in California; but n o  one is rash enough to blame h i m  f o r  
the bad weather on  the other side of the country. 

In like manner, Horowitz scores heavily against his straw men oppo-  
nents by noting that“American blacks on  average enjoy per capita inconles 
in the range of 20 to 50 times those of blacks living in any of the African 
nations from which they were kidnapped,”and asks,”What about this ben-  
efit of slavery? Are the reparations proponents going to make black dc-  
scendants of slaves pay themselves for benefiting from the fruits of their 
ancestors’ servitude?”Yes, these are telling arguments  against those of 
Robinson, et. al. But they are irrelevant to the libertarian case on behalf of 
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not a matter of adding up benefits and costs, and subtracting the one from 
returning stolen property to the modern descendants of Africa.: I- cl-lves. -.:. 
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the other. O n  the contrary, there are specific people who now own prop- 
erty they should not have inherited.This physical property and land, and i t  
alone, is vulnerable to transfer. Since”benefits”p1ay n o  role in the justifica- 
tion, the  question of comparing those which helped blacks against those 
which hurt them does not arise. 

Suppose a man rapes a woman, and it is later somehow proven that had 
he not molested her in this way, she would have instead been run over by 
a bus and killed. Should this fact mitigate the punishment imposed on  
him? Not a bit of it. He is a rapist, and should be punished to the full extent 
of the law. It is entirely irrelevant that in some sense blacks gained from 
their association with whites, through slavery and kidnaping. The enslav- 
ers and the kidnapers should still be punished. 

3 .  Horowitz plaintively and very tellingly asks:”Why should the descen- 
dants of non-slaveholding whites owe a debt? What about the descen- 
dants of the 350,000 Union soldiers w h o  died to free the slaves? They gave 
their lives. \\’hat possible morality would ask them to pay (through their 
descendants) again?”This is all well a n d  good insofar as  is concerned the 
claim that all (white) Americans owe a debt  to blacks. But i t  does not at all 
relieve of obligation the descendants of specific white slave 
owners to @ve u p  their ill inherited gains. 

4.  O u r  author in this section makes the point that the children of post 
slavery immigrants to the U.S. owe blacks nothing for the subjugation of 
their ancestors, since their ancestors had nothing to d o  with it, and I am 
entirely in accord with him on this. 

5.  Not so, unfortunately( with regard to the precedents established by 
reparations to Jews from Germany and Japanese-Americans from the U.S. 
Horowitz rejects these ana loges  on  the  entirely spurious ground that”The 
Jews and Japanese who received reparations were individuals who actually 
suffered the hurt.”But what does i t  matter whether the payments go to the 
people actually brutalized, or to their children, who would have, in any 
case, inherited from them? In taking this position, our author is implicitly 
arguing that my grandfather owes his grandfather the ring he stole from 
him, but that when they both die, all bets are off between himself and 
myself regarding the  return of this stolen property. But Horowitz gives n o  
reason for believing that there is some sort of natural statute of limitations 
for crimes which calls justice to a complete halt when the specific victims 
and victimizers vanish from the scene. 

I-lorowitz continues:”Jews d o  not receive reparations from Germany sim- 
ply because they are 1ews.Those who d o  were corralled into concentration 
camps and lost immediate family members  or personal property. Nor have 
all Japanese-Americans received payments, but only those whom the gov- 
ernment interned in camps and who had their property confiscated.’Yes, 
this arguinent will suffice against the black”1eaders”who argue for com- 
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pensation for all people of a certain skin color, but it falls by the wayside as  
far as the more powerful libertarian case is concerned. 

6. According to Horowitz, “Behind the reparations arguments lies the 
unfounded claim that all blacks in America suffer economically from the 
consequences of slavery ...” His”exhibit A“ to t h e  contrary is the case of 
wealthy blacks such as Oprah Winfrey. But this is not only insufficient to 
undermine the libertarian case, it doesn’t even lay a glove on the case put 
forth by Jesse Jackson, et al. Even the latter d o  not  claim a transfer of wealth 
on the ground that blacks are poorer than whites; they d o  so out of (some- 
what misguided) claims of j us t i ce .  Is it not possible that rich people can he 
oppressed? It seems to be Horowitz’s argument that this cannot occur; i t  

deserves to be Characterized, and rejected, as t h e ” 0 p r a h  \Yinfre!, fallacy.” 
This is part and parcel of the left wing philosophy which sees the poor as 
impoverished because of the wealth of the rich,26 of the view that the well 
off cannot, by definition, be victims. 

I t  matters not one whit how affluent is Oprah.  If she is the great-grand- 
daughter of a slave who worked on the XYZ plantation in Alabama, and 
she can prove this, then she is entitled, a5 a matter of libertarian law, and 
justice, not welfare statism, to a portion of that which she would have re- 
ceived from her great-grandparents upon their release from bondage, had 
full justice occurred at that time. Her”extraordinary achievement”does not 
at all“refute ... the reparations argument,”contrary to Horowitz. All of his 
discussion about the prosperous black middle class, and the underclass, 
and the relative success of”West lndian blacks in America (who) are also 
descended from slaves,”is all beside the point. No one asked how rich 
were the  Japanese Americans who had their property stolen, nor about the 
wealth of Jews in Germany. This was entirely irrelevant, and properly so 
Why is it apropos in the case of blacks? 

7. In this section Horowitz argues that black claims will be resented b!. 
other ethnic groups.This is but another red herring. We are here concerned 
with the justice of the claim for reparation, not what  others will think ol I t .  

8. Horowitz’s next sally concerns the “’reparations’ to blacks that h a w  
already been paid. Since the passage of the  Civil Rights Acts and the ad-  
vent of the Great Society in 1965, trillions of dollars in transfer payments 
have been made to African-Americans, in the form of welfare benefits and 
racial preferences (in contracts, job placements and educational admis- 
sions)-all under the rationale of redressing historical racial grievances.” 

This is not at all a bad argument against the case of the left wing blacks 
for reparations. After all, they want taxpayers’ money, and they have al-  
ready had quite a bit of that. 

However, i t  will not suffice against the libertarian claim Yes, there were 
”transfer pavments”galore, but not a penny of this was in the form of true 
reparations. This is because the latter can only come froiir the illegitiniate 
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holders of what is in effect stolen property, not from entirely innocent tax- 
payers as a whole, and none of these"transfers"came courtesy of the present 
owners of plantation grounds and buildings. Further, proper reparations 
can only go to the grand children of those were slaves. The welfare system 
fails as  a candidate for reparations on both these grounds. In addition, the 
so-ca1led"Great Society"payments actually harmed blacks, rather than help 
them. As Charles Murray?' has shown, giving blacks money under provi- 
sos which discouraged the formation of their families only undermined 
their economic and social conditions. The Jews and the Japanese-hier i -  
cans were gven  reparations with no such strings attached.Why should blacks 
be any different, were these true reparations? Further, it was not only blacks 
who suffered from welfare: so did all recipients, of whatever hue. 

9. Horowitz IS also mistaken with regard to the relevance of"the debt 
blacks owe to America-to white Americans-for liberating them from sla- 
very."Contrary to this author, the Civil War was not fought to end enslave- 
ment; i t  was undertaken in order to quell secession.26 However, there is no 
doubt, as ou r  author eloquently attests, that"there never was an anti-sla- 
very movement until white Englishmen and Americans created one."That 
ought to put quite a spoke in the wheels of those who deride the culture 
and philosophy of"dead white males."But of what relevance is the fact 
that some whites acted in a manner which greatly benefited blacks (e.g., 
the' Union soldiers) t o  the claim that other whites (the grand children of 
plantation owning slave holders) owe them a debt of reparations? Horowitz 
is free with his condemnation of"racism"against his interlocutors, but here 
i t  would appear he  is guilty of precisely this himself.That is, whites are not 
all alike. Some of them owe a debt to blacks for slavery, others actually 
helped blacks. But the latter only erases the former if, somehow, members 
of the same race (the white one, in this case) are interchangeable. And I 
take this implicit claim to be incorrect and objectionably racist. 

10. According to Horowitz,"The final and summary reason for rejecting 
any reparations claim is recognition of the enormous privileges black Ameri- 
cans enjoy as Americans, and therefore of their own stake in America's 
histon;, slavery and all." 

What are these"privileges"? If they are the ability to participate in a 
(semi) free enterprise system, then they are rights, not privileges. If  this 
refers to the disproportionate number of blacks on  welfare, or who have 
"benefited"from programs such a5 affirmative action, then these are not privi- 
leges either; the), are rights violatiuns. in either case, however, how do these 
"bci~elits"r-e~lr~ve the whites who are now in possessioi~ of the far-rn grounds 
and buildings from their responsibilities to g v e  up their ill gotten gains? 

Our  author warns" the African- Amel-ican community [against] isolatling] 
iiseii c.vein f u r t h e r  irom ~2meiira  [tui t h ~ s ]  would be to ellibark on a coutse 
whose consequences are troublesome even to contemplate.l'et the black 
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community has had a long-running flirtation with separatists and nation- 
alists in its ranks, who must be called what they are: racists who want Af- 
rican-Americans to have no part of America's multiethnic social contract." 

But what is so wrong with separatism? If blacks wish to isolate them- 
selves from Horowitz and his ilk, i.e., whites, it is their right. Does this 
author believe in forced integration with unwilling blacks? Are w e  to have 
school busing again, only this time with an impetus from a different direc- 
tion? Will he oppose black secession, if that is what (some) blacks want? 
And if so, on what ground? Does he not believe in freedom of association, 
which would allow blacks (or anyone else) to withdraw from unwanted 
social (or other) contact? 

And which"socia1 contract,"pray tell, is he  referring to? Did anyone ever 
sign this contract? If not, why is i t  incumbent upon anyone to respect I t ?  

According to libertarian law, the only thing that all people must respect are 
the persons and property of everyone else. Anything more is made up by 
Horowitz as he goes along. 

Yes, many of the leitists who urge reparations to all blacks from all non- 
black U.S. taxpayers are admirers of"Fide1 Castro, one  of the world's long- 
est-surviving and most sadistic dictators." But this does not by one iota 
denigrate the rights of the black grandchildren of slaves to compensation 
from the white grandchildren of slave owners, for the property and value 
created through this brutal human chattel system. 

States Horowitz:"For all their country's faults, African-Americans have 
an enormous stake in America and above all in the heritage that men like 
Jefferson helped to shape. This heritage-enshrined in America's founding 
and the institutions and ideas to which it gave rise-is what is really under 
attack in the reparations movement."But this is a non sequitur of the high- 
est order, Just because some advocates of reparations couple their dcninnd5 
with anti Americanism does not at all mean that their goal is not justified; 
i t  does not mean that all arguments for reparations must be coupled with a 
denigration of this country. Certainly, that applies to the libertarian case. 

Unfair? 

The thought will perhaps occur to some that  I have been uniaii- to 
Horowitz. After all, here he is criticizing the argument for 1-eparations from 
all (non black) citizens to all blacks, coupled with a healthy dose of social- 
isin and anti Americanism, and I am attacking h i m  for overlooking the 
possibility that reparations from some whites to  s o m e  blacks is justified. I t  
might appear that I am guilty of launching a bit of an intellectual a i n b ~ i s l ~  
upon this author. 

1 plead innocent uf these chai-gcs. Horowitz is not merely rejecting on? 
version of reparations, he is attacking the entire concept. I join with him 
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for the most part, of course, in his dismissal of the case put forth by Randall 
Robinson, lesse Jackson, John Conyers, Henry Louis Gates, Dorothy Lewis, 
Hannibal Afrik, Albert Thornton, and  numerous professors of black"stud- 
ies."But it is Horowitz's view that, having dealt with these straw men, he 
has  demolished the entire argument for reparations. He has not, and this 
was the burden of my reply to him. Horowitz simply cannot be  allowed to 
maintain, as he  does, that his devastation of a weak and faulty case for 
reparations undermines all argument for this conclusion. And his unwar- 
ranted attack upon the rich, his mistaken embrace of what 1 have charac- 
terized as the Oprah Winfrey fallacy, must be addressed.This is n o  ambush, 
but rather a measured reply to a n  essay which in  many ways is correct, but 
also contains numerous and grave flaws. 

Objections 

Let us consider a seines of objections to the foregoing, some of which 
might be launched by Horowitz, others not. 

1,"Most land in the south was stolen by carpetbaggers. Why wouldn't 
they owe compensation? Suppose the carpetbagger stole the land from 
the guilty slave owner, and then sold it to its present owner. Surely, the 
present owner would escape liability in this case." 

If the carpetbaggei (or his heirs, to whom h e  gave his ill gotten gains) 
can be located, then the grandchildren of the slave have no case against the 
present occupier, but instead must obtain their compensation from the grand- 
children of the carpetbagger. However, suppose, as  is more likely, that the 
carpetbagger and his brood have vanished without a trace. Then we have 
only the grandchild of the slave, and the present (innocent) owner.The ques- 
tion is, which of them is the legtimate title holder? The libertarian answer is 
clear: the property must go to its rightful owner, the children of the slave. 

According to RothbardZy:"suppose that a title to property is clearly iden- 
tiiiable as criminal, does this necessarily mean that the current possessor 
must  give i t  up? No, not necessarily. For that depends upon two consider- 
ations: (a) \vhether the victim (the property owner  originally aggressed 
against) or his heirs are clearly identifiable and can now be found; or (b) 
whether or not the current possessor is hiiriself the  criminal who stole the 
property. Suppose, for example, that Jones possesses a watch, and that w e  
ct7ii clearly show that Jones's title is originally criminal, either because (1) 
his ancestor stole i t ,  o r  (2) because he oi  hls ancestor purchased i t  from a 
thict (\\~hi~tlier wittingly oi unwittingly is immatcrial here). Now, i fwe can 
idelltit!' and find the victim or his heir, then i t  is clear that Jones's title to 
the- \\ .atill  i i  tot,ill), invalid, and that i t  must promptly revert to its true and 
kgitiinate Owi i~r  Thus, i f  Jones inherited 01- purchased the w d t c h  from a 
man \vho stoic. i t  froni Smith, and if Smith or  t h e  heir to his estate can be 
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found, then the title to the watch properly reverts back to Smith or his 
descendants, without compensation to the existing possessor of the crimi- 
nally derived 'title."' 

In the context of our example, Jones is the present owner of the land, the 
carpetbagger is the thief, and Smith is the grandchild of the slave. To allow 
Jones to  keep his land in the face of proof from Smith that he is the rightful 
owner, is to not uphold legtimacy in private property rights; i t  is to deni- 
grate i t .  I fA is the rightful owner, B steals property from A, sells it to C and 
then disappears, there is only one correct answer to the question of who 
should keep it, according to libertarianism: A. C is out of luck, unless he 
can somehow locate B. 

2,"If a person is an unjust owner, can he legtimattiiy bequeath his prop- 
erty? No. If not, then he cannot properly sell i t  either.Thus, the libertarian 
search for the successor of the orignal (and rightful) owner will also have 
to include those who purchased the land. Every land transaction after 1860 
will have to be declared null and void. And why stop with 1860, since that 
date is arbitrarily based on the begnning  of the war? In theory, there 1s 

nothing to preclude the requirement from going back in history until the 
beginning of time." 

This sounds like a telling criticism of the libertarian theory of propert!' 
rights, but i l  is not. Again we call upon Rothbard (1998, p. 57) to clucidat i ,  
"if we d o  not know if Jones's title to any p v e n  property is criminall!. de-  
rived, then we may assume that this property was, at least momentarily, in 
a state of non ownership ... and therefore that the proper title of ownership 
reverted instantaneously to Jones as  its 'first' (i,e., current) possessoi a n d  
user. In short, where we are not sure about a title but i t  cannot be clearly 
identified as criminally derived, then the title properly and legitimately 
reverts to its current possessor." 

The point is, the libertarian theory is actually a very conservative one, 
not a t  all calling for research in property titles back to the dawn of histoA,. 
Unless proven otherwise, every extant property title is to be cons ide id  
legitimate. The burden of proof, that is, rests squarely on the shoulders ot 
those who wish to ooertuni duly registered property. If there is any histori- 
cal research to be undertaken, this must be done by those who wish to 
refute already accepted claims, not those who wish to defend t h e m  

In sum, this objection puts things in the exact opposite position trom 
where they are, as far as practicality is concerned. I t  misconstrues tlic b u . -  
den of proof. 

3."l'he white Southerners who permitted blacks to live on their land 
should not be held more responsible for reparations than Northerners \ \ . h c i  

refused t o  even allow blacks to pass through their borders." 
There are several problems here. First, i t  IS not the case that belore the 

Civil War slave? was confined to the south; yes, i t  pi-c'dominated thci-c, but 
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this section of the country had n o  monopoly over the”curious institution.” 
Second, compare all those who engaged in slavery vs. all those who did 
not, but would not allow blacks entry into their territory. Surely the former 
would be regarded by all, not just libertarians, as  by far the more serious 
crime. That is, kidnapping is a major violation of human rights, while pro- 
hibiting immigration is at best only a minor If SO, then if heavy 
reparations are due to those who were enslaved, only light ones are due to 
those who were forcibly prevented from e n g a g n g  in immigration. 

4.”The slave owners fed and sheltered their property.These expenses should 
be offset agauist any debt owed by theii pr-ogeny to the grandchildren of slaves. 
With any reasonable discount rate, since so many years have already passed, 
there will be little or nothing due to the children of slaves in reparations.” 

Suppose 1 kidnap you and keep you prisoner for a year. Whereupon I am 
caught by the forces of law and order, and argue, in my defense, mitigation 
in that 1 fed and sheltered you for this duration of time. This should be 
dismissed out of hand. For had I not fed and sheltered you in this context, 
1 would have been guilty of the more serious crime of murder. That I am 
”on1y”charged with kidnapping results from the fact that at least 1 did 
keep you alive during your period of capture. In other words, feeding and 
housing you does indeed mitigate the charge of murder. But, as I am not 
being charged with that crime, only with kidnapping, this offset has al- 
ready been made. To put this in the parlance of accounting, this objection 
incorporates the fallacy of double counting. 

S.”\Vhite landowners paid freed blacks a form of private welfare after 
their emancipation. Many former masters allowed former slaves to stay on 
their land, and fed them too, as  a matter of charity.These monies should be 
subtracted from any reparations owed.” 

The difficulty with this objection is that there were two separate acts, 
one of slaveholding, the other of charity, a n d  it is not clear that the two are 
connected in any way. Let us return to  the case where my grandfather stole 
a ring from your grandfather. In addition to  this act of theft, this ancestor 
of mine also gave some charity to your grandfather. Does the second act 
mitigate the first? Not at all. Were my grandfather hauled into court on 
charges of stealing a ring from your grandfather, i t  would avail him noth- 
ing in defense, nor should it ,  that in a completely separate incident, he 
acted charitably toward your grandfather, 

So. cliarity will not do.  However, there is a kernel 01’ truth in this objec- 
tion, i n  that while mere charity will not suffice, reparations will. ’I’hat is, 
had m y  grandfather given yours money nut as a n  act of charity, but out  of 
contrition and reparations, then and only then would this count in amelio- 
iating the debt 1 now owe you. 

L C ~  U S  iiow return to the slave repaidiioris case. Suppose t t i d i  Oprah 
\Vinfrey can prove her great- g r a ~ i d f a t h e i ~ w ~ a  slave o i ~ t l ~ p ~ Y Z  planta- 
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tion, and that the descendants of this owner owe her $X. Then from this, 
using the same rate of discount, should be subtracted whatever repara- 
tions-not charity-the master of XYZ gave to her ancestor. However, i t  

should be noted that the burden of proof is now reversed. Oprah has, let us 
say, satisfied her burden of proof. But now the present holders of the AT2 
lands, whoever they are, must prove that the or ignal  owner supported his 
ex slaves not as a matter of charity, but out of a motive of repatriating money 
owed to them. If so, then the one can indeed be an offset against the other. 

6,”The whites in the U.S. who bought the slaves purchased them not 
from freedom but from slaver): the state in which they were found in A -  
rica. Shouldn’t the origmal enslavers, then, bear a great deal of the hur- 
den? Perhaps there should be a search through the tribal history ot Africa 
to discover the identities of all the descendants of enslavers dating hack 
centuries?” 

This is meant as a reductio ad absurdum of the libertarian position The 
proper answer is to take the  bull by the horns and accept the premise- yes. 
if the  black slave catchers in Africa who first captured the slaves who were 
later to be sent to the U.S. can be identified, then the money they left ti, 
their grandchildren would become vulnerable to a lawsuit brought by the 
grandchildren of these U.S. slaves. This 15 meant to sound preposterou5, 
but instead i t  has all the earmarks of a just solution. Libertarian law cares 
not a t  all for the color of a person’s skin. If he  is a slave master, of whatever 
race, he is guilty of the crime of slave holding or slave capturing. 

7,”Many blacks, after the war, were drafted into the army and sent \vest 
to slaughter Indians. Public slavery in effect replaced private slavery Wh!. 
focus on crimes further back in time rather than crimes more recent in 
time?” 

There are several difficulties with this objection. For one  thing, while a 
military draft and slavery are both crimes against humanity, there are surel! 
relevant differences. For another, the answer to the question of which crimes 
to pursue, earlier or later ones, is”both.”]ust because the U.S. government 
drafted newly heed blacks to kill Indians ( fo r  which compensalinii ih  duc.  
from those responsible) does not for a minute allow a free ride to those 
guilty or earlier crimes. Libertarian punishment theory is a timeless con- 
cept. It matters not when or where or why a crime was committed. l i  i t  c an  
be proven, there is a case for pursuing the victimizers, and for turning m’zr 
the fruits of thc crime to their rightful owners. 

&”The demand for slavery reparations is a diversion to put all Amzri- 
cans-black, white, brown-off their guard as tax slavery emerges on a 
global scale. 

” I t  sounds tarfetched, but hear my tale. Consider first  how nonsensical 15 the 
reparations argument. Whites, none of whom are or were slave owners, \ \ . c l u l L i  
brmakiixtrnnsfer paym~ents t o  blacks, none of whom are o r  were slaves 
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"Not even a'sins ot the fathers'rationale justifies race reparat1ons.A majority 
of white Americans are descendants of people who immigrated to these shores 
after slavery had coine to an end. Similarly, many blacks are descendants of 
people who arrived in the United States in the post-slavery era. Indeed, the 
millions of"preferred minorities"who have arrived in the last three decades are 
legally privileged compared to native born whites. 

"To find descendants of slave owners and descendants of slaves would i-e- 
quire more extensive racial genealoges than Nazi Germany and South Africa 
wei-e able to assemble for their race-based policies. And how would we classify 
people with ancestors in both camps? Would they pay reparations to them- 
selves7 \,Vtruld desceidents of hlnck slave owneis pay reparati~ins?"~' 

There is a difficulty with Roberts' characterization of taxes as akin to 
slavery, or worse, a n  instance of i t .  A more accurate description of taxation 
is not slavery but thett. Both the tax gatherer and the holdup man demand 
iiione). from you against youi- wil l  In contrast, the kidnapper and the en-  
slaver, but neither the tax-man nor the robber, take over your physical 
body-if you give in to their demands. An objection might be that the tax 
collector comes to you ar the behest of a majority vote, and offers services 
in return for the money he  mulcts from you. Neither suffices. First, assume 
that not one but two highwaymen accost you, demanding your money.\Vhen 
you demur on grounds of democracy (they are philosophical thieves and 
are willing t i )  discourse with you) they hold a n  election as to whether you 
should keep your money or give it  to them, and they win by a majority two 
to one vote. The point IS, you have not agreed to  be part of this"election," 
no more than you have consented to be part of the"robber gang called the 
U.S. g ~ v e r n m e n t . " ~ '  Second, posit that these stickup men offer the"ser- 
vice"of giving you a paper clip in return for your money. Again, the point is 
not whether those who take your money by force give you something in 
return, but whether o r  not you have assented to the deal. 

There are problems, too, with Roberts' dismissal of the arguments for 
reparations to today's blacks for the enslavement of their ancestors. First, I 
am not arguing this case on the basis of"sins of the fathers."Rather, repa- 
rations are justified because"sin5 of the sons," namely, not giving up  the 
property they never should have received from their sinning fathers in the 
first place, to the sons of those from w h o m  it was stolen.This is a subtle 
difference, but an important one nonetheless. 

Further, if indeed i t  is true that reparations wou1d"require more exten- 
sive racial genealogies than Nazi Germany and  South Atrica were able to 
assemble for their race- based policies,"so what .  Pel-haps we can d o  better 
than those two countries, genealogical-wise. And if we cannot, this is still 
not an argument against the justice of reparations, as maintained by Roberts, 
but mI\; of tlic inabilit\. of thc son5 OT slaves to prove theii-case. Ilased on the 
piinciplv t1iat"possession is nine tenths of the law,"these disputed properties 
would stay i n  the hands of the white grandchildren 01 slave owners. 
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And last but not least, the phenomenon of mixed race children places 
no insuperable barrier to our analysis. For i t  is unlikely i n  the extreme that 
any slave master would have given his black children any of his land or 
possessions. I f  so, then there will be no black descendents of slave owners 
who owe other children of slaves any reparations. But let us suppose that 
this is indeed the case. That is, Mr. X, the mixed race child of a white male 
slave owner and a black female slave,33 is given some land by his father, 
which he duly hands down to his own descendants.These particular blacks 
would have not case for reparations in the present day since, by stipula- 
tion, they have already been gwen them. Roberts'problem is that he IS ana- 
lyzing the argument for reparations as if i t  is made o n  a racial basis. While 
this is indeed true for some proponents of this program,% this certainly 
does not apply to libertarianism. 
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